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WELCOME TO

AGOONOREE 2022!!
 

Yesterday, Scouts and Girl
Guides from all over

Queensland welcomed our
guests to the 41st

Queensland Agoonoree!
Excitement filled the mall as
our wonderful guests rolled

in, eager to meet their
patrols, make new friends,
and try LOTS of new things!

The Agoonoram Team is
looking forward to seeing
all of your smiling faces
throughout the week!

GREAT BARGAINS AT
THE MERCH SHOP
AND CANTEEN!!

 
Be sure to check out the
Agoonoree merchandise

tent AND canteen to grab
yourself some goodies!!

Both are located in the mall
and can be accessed during

free time.
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ACTIVITIES HAPPENING AT CAMP THIS WEEK
 There are a variety of activities zones here at Agoonoree this year! These include Aqualand, Cartoon

Quests, Superhero Academy, Legend League, Super Splash, A Villain's Story and Hero of the Everyday.
Keep an eye out for photos of these zones in the upcoming Agoonorams!

M.A.S.H.'S TOP TIPS
Stay hydrated, it's hotter than you think! HAVE YOUR SAY!!

During free time this week, make sure to come down
and visit us at the Agoonoram tent which is located in
the mall! You can suggest an article for tomorrow's
Agoonoram, tell us your favourite joke, or tell us a
story about camp so far! Also, if you have any song
requests, make sure to visit the AgoonFM tent in the

mall.
 

 
 

NIGHT ACTIVITIES
Sunday: Rover and Olave

Games Night
Tonight, Rover Scouts are running a games

night down near the stage at 7:30pm.
Come down and have some fun and meet
new people. We can't wait to see you all

there! 

OPENING CEREMONY
The 2022 Opening Ceremony started with a

humorous skit from our 3 Super-Scout Rovers as they
explored their own Superpowers and introduced us
to the key figures around camp this year. Campers
enjoyed learning this year's sensational dance to

"Holding Out For A Hero" choreographed and taught
by Sabella, Janina, and Sarah. Finally, the "Bulls

Head" award was given to Yellow Troop for their
speedy set up!

25 °

High temp

Low temp: 13
Humidity: 56% 
Wind: 5-10km/h

Sunny

TODAY'S WEATHER


